volume. It does not mean we need to do it all in-house, but we need to know the key technologies that will play in our business. Second, it is deploying those technologies speedily into the asset base, and we have approaches that allow us to do that. And third, it is integrating those capabilities so we don’t just capture the benefit of one technology, but the totality of the integration. It is an approach that is paying dividends for us. I have demonstrated that in 2002 and we will accelerate it into 2003 and the years ahead. It allows us to leverage technology across our global asset base with that span of operating experience that Walter already described. It is a key value driver for us and one that will complement our portfolio in the years to come.

Thank you. Walter, back to you.

VALUE DELIVERY

MR. van de VlIVER: Thank you, John. I hope you have a feel for the strength of some of the core areas in our business. I would like to take it forward: What will this all mean overall for the EP business?

We are currently engaged in a major change program in our global EP operations. It fits with what you heard from Matthias and John about how we will change our global operating model in EP. From now on, Matthias is the only one that has an exploration budget for the totality of the globe. There will be no more infighting, no more games on national separate, fragmented operating units. He has the ability to fully control and standardize our drive from all explorations: It is the same around technology—make sure everybody is operating to the same standards, and hardwiring all the processes and systems in our organization and align them with absolute clarity around accountability.

This is something we can uniquely do, given the scale of operation we have. I talked about the scale of our operation and being the largest operator in the world. That is why we have this unique capability to break down these barriers. On a regional basis we can align with the value propositions for staff and also make the step change in
performance going forward. Overall it is a big-ticket item of $500 million to $800 million cost takeout, relative to where we would have been in 2006 if we would not have done this.

I have to be very careful and I am saying this as clearly as possible: This is not a number you should put immediately in your spreadsheets. I need to make it clear how this fits overall. There is no change within this in the commitments for 2003 and 2004. The underlying 3 percent unit operating cost takeout commitment is there; there is nothing new there. We are also committed to delivering the synergies on Enterprise by the end of this year of $380 million—they are there, no change.

This is being proactive, positioning ourselves for the next stage of efficiency in our global business that has this price tag of $600 million to $800 million by 2006. We are now in a detailed design on how that will actually look in detail, because there are a lot of staff efficiencies. It is all about increased productivity and unique internal synergies; but far more, it is about the enormous ability to create additional value going forward in our business. All this is with one simple objective—we want to be sure going to be going that we are still the absolute best EP company out there in the world. That is a very important drive and a major change effort that will position us extremely well going forward.

We talked about our capital expenditure; let’s now translate it into the two revenue streams. This is the same pie chart as before, splitting our portfolio in the heartland and growing the heartlands in new positions, and how that translates into the volumes we will generate by 2007. Here on the bottom left-hand side, you see the chart we showed back on February 6 on how we see building our production capability going forward. It says that over that period we will grow production capacity 3 percent on average. The larger chart shows you how the different investments translate to create that production capability, all at reference conditions $16 by 2007. It shows that, yes, there will be continued decline of existing business. As we said earlier, that is an average decline of about 6 percent per annum. Then you see the new projects coming through, both in the heartlands and the new
positions that will generate the volumes, as well as what we will get from the discoveries. This is on a risk basis to show we are very careful how we predict our future potential. So nothing has changed relative to February 6.

How does this start translating into the bottom line? This chart, again in competitive context, shows our overall combined business, with EP and gas taking the midstream in LNG, and benchmarking on 2002 our unit earnings. We recognize that ExxonMobil has the benefit of a large exposure to the U.S., which gives them their position; but overall we are competitively placed in unit-adjusted earnings.

Going forward we have committed ourselves—remember February 6—to all the things that will happen in our portfolio to grow our unit earnings by an average of 6 percent to 8 percent over the next two years. This shows the components that will make it happen. One is the portfolio mix. This is the effect of PSCs in Nigeria. This is the effect of Athabasca Oil Sands in Canada that reduces our overall effective tax rate going forward, as well as the benefits from this continued drive on technical operational excellence. This fits with 3 percent underlying unit operating cost and our taking out some of the feasibility costs as we get a better grip on the totality of our business. That will deliver the growth and unit earnings. We are competitive now, but even at reference conditions, showing forward improvements.

That is the story. We showed relative performance on returns looking backwards from a competitive position, and the performance going forward. As we mentioned before, having Enterprise fully on our books for the whole year and increasing our capital employed, we will see a dilution on our returns this year. At the same time we see some near-term dilution with the ongoing investments and these long-term projects with new legacy positions, we have a commitment to grow our unit earnings to help the Group overall back into the target range of 13 percent to 15 percent in portfolio growth, not just in EP but also in the LNG business.
Taking it further into value growth, this is an attempt to give you a feel of how we see our value growing going forward. We will very much have a disciplined approach. We will bank our value when we make final investment decisions on particular projects. You can see going from January 1, 2003 on a forward NPV basis that we see our value growing by 35 percent by 2007. We show systematically how this value growth comes through as we make decisions on the investments. At the same time, on the bottom you see that EP will continue to deliver surplus cash that will allow for the commitment to definite growth for the Group overall.

This is a summary of the EP presentation. I hope you have a real appreciation for the strength of our portfolio. That portfolio in many areas is something the competition would die for. It is a very strong portfolio with a lot of growth still in our existing business and a lot of strong financial results from there as well. We feel this global and very balanced portfolio can leverage us going forward.

After the break when Linda talks about the gas side, you will see how the market-based approach from Gas & Power helps EP further differentiate ourselves and our ability to monetize reserves. This is all backed with our very competitive cost structure and technology strength. Thank you.

[Break]

**GAS & POWER—OVERVIEW & OPPORTUNITIES**

MS. LINDA COOK, Chief Executive Officer, Gas & Power. I hope you enjoyed the Exploration and Production story. I spent the first 20 years of my career in the upstream. For 20 years I thought it was the most exciting business in the Group—that is, until I moved to Gas & Power three years ago, so maybe I will convince you of the same.

We last discussed the Gas & Power business with you three years ago. It is good to be back to demonstrate for you the progress we have made in our track record since the year 2000, our leading capabilities and our clear strategy for growth in key markets. Then I
will turn it over to Malcolm Brindal, who will summarize for you some of our future growth plans and also some expectations for the future.

First I want to start on why the focus on natural gas. Our scenarios and those of most others indicate that global demand for natural gas will rise at a rate faster than that for oil, with gas overtaking oil as early as the year 2025. The relative abundance, cost competitiveness and lower emissions of natural gas make it the preferred fuel, especially for power generation. We believe Rule Number 1 for any major oil company looking to be a leader in the energy world in the 21st century is to be strong in natural gas.

The natural gas business is not only growing, but is also becoming more global and increasingly reliant on imports. These imports will be increasingly delivered as liquified natural gas, or LNG, which will capture a disproportionate share of the world’s growing energy demand.

What is driving this? It is the increasing availability of LNG around the world as more projects are expanded and more projects come on stream, and also the increasing cost competitiveness of LNG compared to other sources of natural gas. Rule Number 2 for any major player looking to be a leader in the global gas industry is you must have leading capabilities in LNG.

Even with the exciting growth outlook for natural gas, some people question why we make such investments in Shell. Some people even question why we have a separate and unique Gas & Power business in the Shell Group. I hope to make this very clear for you today. We are not in the Gas & Power business for the sake of being in the Gas & Power business. Our main objective in Shell Gas & Power is to access, monetize and add value to related upstream resources. We do not have an appetite for new standalone power generation investments, LNG projects, standalone trading positions or pipelines. We are very clear about this and I think you will see that coming through in the plans and strategies I outline here for you today.
We are in the Gas & Power business because it makes money and it creates value—now, from our strong existing asset position; in the midterm, from a multitude of projects already under construction; and in the longer term, from a robust portfolio of growth opportunities. I referred to our strategy presentation in the year 2000 earlier, and as you can see on this chart we have actually done what we said we would do at that time. We delivered the suggested growth in LNG and more, tangible progress in new markets including India and China, increased InterGen operational capacity and continued application of new technology to drive growth.

Finally there is active portfolio management, which is important even for a growth business like Gas & Power—divesting positions no longer deemed strategic, delivering cash proceeds of over $1 billion over the last three years. On top of that we recently closed the divestment of our shares in Ruhrgas to Eon [ed. query] in Germany, delivering $1.7 billion of cash and a very sizable profit we will report as part of our first quarter earnings in a few weeks' time.

During this time we have also delivered improving financial results. Earnings have increased, with Gas & Power now delivering upwards of $800 million per year largely from the LNG business. Normalizing for LNG prices at $16 per barrel, Gas & Power earnings show a similar trend, delivering on the order of $600 million per annum. At the same time, importantly, ROACE is improving and investment levels are steadily increasing, driven largely by opportunities in LNG. We expect this trend to continue in the future. Most likely 2003 will be another good year in spite of the weak economy, with strong LNG prices at least in the first half of the year, and then boosted by the sizable profit on the Ruhrgas divestment.

Another significant accomplishment I am very proud to say is early delivery of the commitment to deliver 6 percent average annual increase in contracted LNG volumes during the period 2000 to 2005. In the last one and a half years, firm midterm and long-
term supply contracts had been agreed from our projects in Nigeria, Australia, Oman and Malaysia, resulting in growth of over 6 percent through 2005 and actually 7.3 percent if we look through to 2006, which captures the first sales of LNG to China in the Guangdong project. This growth is in spite of our exit from the Malaysia Satu project earlier this year at the end of our participation contract. This was the cause for the decrease in contracted volumes in 2003.

It is important that we understand this projection only includes volumes already under contract, so already under firm mid- or long-term contracts. We expect actual sales to be much higher. For one example, actual sales increased 18 percent from 1999 to the year 2000. For 2003 we expect actual sales to be comparable to those in 2002, in spite of the divestment of our share in the Malaysia Satu project.

As I suggested earlier, we do not pursue power for the sake of power; rather we invest in electric generation where it helps us monetize upstream resources. We have seen where having power development skills in our portfolio helps us access reserves and markets. Current opportunities for new developments include China, Singapore, and Japan.

With regard to the InterGen joint venture, as I think Malcolm made quite clear in the Group presentation in February, this strategy has shifted away from growth and towards operational excellence, cutting overhead by over 40 percent, maximizing income from existing investments, portfolio management, and preparing itself to emerge as a much stronger company when the market rebounds. Power investments still have a few difficult years of them, there is no doubt about that, in what are proving to be some of the industry's worst ever conditions—but an industry I think we all know will be cyclic.

Gas is important. The next critical question is what it takes to win in the global gas sector. First, reserves. Walter already talked about Shell's very strong position with respect to natural gas reserves and resources. But there are other core capabilities critical
for success in an increasingly global, increasingly competitive dog-eat-dog natural gas market. I have learned this over the past three years and can attest to the value of the things on this list. You need the capabilities. You also need the leadership to pull it all together, assuring alignment with a long-term vision, defining a clear strategy and capturing the opportunities for cross-business integration. I feel very strongly about this integration potential, having spent the first 20 years of my career in the upstream.

I will just say a few words about each of the core capabilities. Walter and John both spoke about the exciting technology in the Exploration and Production tool kit. I believe we have an equally exciting competitive edge in Gas & Power, and we have proved it time and time again. Examples include being selected as the only international oil company to participate in the Venezuelan LNG project. We were awarded a 30 percent interest, in large part due to our leading technology with respect to unit cost and also with respect to CO2 emissions. There is also the fact that we are in discussions in both Qatar and Iran for gas-to-liquids projects. There is no doubt having your own leading technology can lead to growth in the natural gas business.

Resource holders need to believe that Shell technology offers them a competitive value proposition. We have to be confident that our gas supplies will be cost competitive in the marketplace. That is why low-cost development capabilities are so important in this business. This chart shows our LNG cost competitive advantage over our major competitors, as benchmarked by Merlin Associates. It also highlights the potential of our new game-changer technology, which we will use in Venezuela and other future projects. This game-changer design reduces the physical footprint of the LNG project, it offers improved and simplified liquefaction process and it reduces CO2 emissions, enabling us to have a competitive advantage well into the future.

You must also be trusted to deliver, and Shell's project management and technical leadership have delivered projects adding 17 percent to the world's supply of LNG since
1999, with seven new LNG trains costing $10 billion in three different regions, all delivered on or ahead of schedule and within budget—a huge achievement, a demonstration of our global capabilities and, importantly, monetizing considerable upstream reserves.

Being the leader in the natural gas business also requires people and skills. Across Gas & Power we have an envied team of professionals—business developers, project managers, financial experts, traders and marketers. It is probably the most diverse and experienced team in the industry, and a team I am very proud of. We have professionals of some 40 different nationalities in 35 offices around the world. The team's capabilities include project financing, such as in Nigeria LNG, orchestrating complex LNG cargo swaps and securing new customers for long-term gas supplies in new markets. You cannot overestimate the power of people, the power of local people, in developing strong customer relationships in the natural gas business.

We also have unparalleled global reach. We are involved in five of the world's 14 LNG projects, more than any other company, projects that delivered nearly 40 percent of the world's LNG last year. Our portfolio is larger and more diverse than those of the major competitors. So why is this important? Because LNG is an increasingly global business and meeting the supply flexibility and security expected by customers requires a geographically diverse and robust portfolio. LNG from one source is not enough.

Let's look at how we put our capabilities into practice in the market. I will focus today on three key markets—Europe, Asia and North America. These three markets are responsible for 60 percent of gas demand growth in the coming two decades. In each of these markets I will illustrate three things: the strength and breadth of our existing portfolio, our firm plans for midterm growth and our unmatched portfolio of longer-term opportunities.
Let's start first with Europe. Gas demand growth will remain strong across Europe, especially in the south. As liberalization takes root, the traditional corporate structure is transforming. Companies previously focused on one country are now positioning themselves as pan-European players, and companies previously focused on gas or power are now merging to have access to both commodities. Why is this important? Because access to both gas and power to gas imports and to scale are increasingly necessary to be a competitive and efficient supplier in Europe.

What is Shell's strategy in this market? You can see the bullets in the lower right-hand part of the chart: low-cost supplies, continuous portfolio management and an experienced pan-European marketing organization.

Shell's privileged position in The Netherlands along with our positions in Germany in and the North Sea, form a strategically important, low-cost resource base. Shell gas resources supply over 13 percent of the European market today and have been a valuable source of income for many years. But Europe is liberalizing, and that is why we are restructuring our own portfolio, divesting minority shares in some entities and then shifting our activities into a single pan-European organization we refer to as "Shell Energy Europe." This organization provides a single Shell face to Europe's energy customers. This approach allows us to leverage and optimize the diverse Shell gas supplies, supplies from within Europe and from without—European gas as well as imports, pipeline gas as well as LNG—and also allows us to utilize diverse Shell marketing channels. It positions us well to capture new opportunities such as Ormen Lange, which Walter referred to in the Norwegian Sea, and also LNG imports.

The U.K. is a good example of us in Europe, a growing market needing significant new imports in the coming years. Shell is extremely well positioned to meet the demand growth, with a strong and diverse portfolio of supply. We have our existing domestic position producing 11 percent of today's U.K. gas production. We have low-cost supplies
to import from The Netherlands and we have a 17 percent in the 12 tcf Ormen Lange field offshore Norway. There may also be a role for LNG imports in the U.K. in the future markets, but they are likely to be the high-cost source. Shell Energy Europe will be responsible for Shell’s supplies to the U.K., ensuring we have maximized the value of Shell production wherever it is, and meet the needs of our U.K. industrial and commercial customers, today totaling over 6,000.

Another European example is in Spain. Here you see in the upper left-hand chart we have carved out a significant share of the growth in the Spanish market for Shell supplies. This has been accomplished from a variety of Shell activities, including Nigerian LNG, Oman LNG and Shell’s own direct marketing efforts. We recently secured further sales in this market through a tolling deal with the ESBII power project near Bilbao in northern Spain. Expected to start up in the year 2005, Shell will supply the gas, which is equivalent to 0.7 million tons per annum, and sell the power to the Spanish electricity market. This tremendous progress in terms of capturing new demand for Shell supply sources illustrates our commercial skills and the strength of diversity in supplying Spain—diverse supply sources and diversified sales channels with industrial and commercial energy customers.

Now to the area where I spend much of my time, Asia Pacific. Why do I go there? Believe me, it is not because I relish the idea of spending endless days and nights and airplanes, but it is the home of my biggest customers and also some of what I believe are the biggest gas opportunities for Shell. Already the largest LNG customer, demand is set to grow, and customers in this region are the most reliant on imports, more so than any other region in the world. The customers are worried not just about price, but also about diversity and security of supply.

Then there is the potential of India and China, two of the world’s fastest-growing energy markets. Shell’s strategy is to have multiple low-cost and diverse supply sources to
capture growth in the emerging new markets and to maintain our strong customer relationships, relationships we have had with many customers for decades now and that are so important in this particular region in the world.

Shell is by far the leading supplier to the growing Asian Pacific market with almost twice the sales of our nearest competitor. We have a strong asset position, a position that will deliver midterm growth through the startup of projects already under construction in both Malaysia and Australia. In fact, the Malaysia Tiga project loaded its first cargo of LNG just last week and is currently on route to Japan. We have the strongest portfolio of longer-term opportunities, with greenfield LNG possibilities in both Russia and Australia, and our strengthening market positions in China and India.

I think it is revealing to compare the LNG growth portfolios of Shell and our major competitors for supply to the Asia Pacific customers. The lower two segments on these bars indicate existing capacity and expansions already under construction. When you add to that the opportunity to grow these assets through further brownfield expansions, and then add the greenfield or new project opportunities the companies have under development such as Sakhalin, Gorgon and Sunrise for Shell, it is easy to see why Shell will remain the leader in gas supply to this region.

Now looking to China, a country with a future that will require significant and diverse energy sources. I have been to China on numerous occasions and there is a clear determination in the country for natural gas to play a critical role in meeting the growing energy needs in order to fuel their economy and growth. Shell has the broadest portfolio of opportunities among our competitors, with potential resources in the East China Sea in the Ordos basin, the largest supplier of LNG to Guangdong with a 22 percent interest in the Northwest Shelf project, and our intended participation in the west-to-east pipeline project integrated with Tarim basin upstream. We are working towards a broad position in the country, a country whose gas market could be larger than the U.K.'s by the year 2020.
To the Sakhalin II project. From a Gas & Power perspective, we are equally excited about its potential. The two-train project will utilize Shell's LNG technology and proven major project delivery expertise. Reserves rich in liquids help make it competitive in spite of its high capital cost. It is a major addition to our LNG portfolio, with Shell's share of Trains 1 and 2 amounting to nearly 60 percent of our 2002 LNG sales. There is the expansion potential beyond the first two trains, enabling additional value growth for the future, something we have demonstrated time and time again in places such as Australia, Malaysia and Nigeria.

Sakhalin II is strategically important for the region. The value to Asia Pacific customers of a new, diverse supplier cannot be overestimated. But still it has to be cost competitive, and Sakhalin's proximity to the key markets as shown on this map give it a major strategic advantage. I am pleased to say the project has made some important steps towards a final investment decision. These include well-advanced discussions in Japan with Tokyo Gas and other customers for volumes totaling on the order of four million tons per annum. Discussions are also underway with many other potential customers, including in Korea and China. We look forward to a possible go-ahead decision for Sakhalin II later this year once all necessary conditions are met.

I have already referred to India as another key growth area in the future Asia markets. It is our long-term view there is a clear need for imports to help the country meet its energy needs. That is why we are moving forward with the construction of our Hazira LNG important near major potential energy markets. We believe Hazira will have the cost positions and our supplies will have the cost-to-supply positions to enable us to make good inroads in securing demand for Shell gas in this emerging market.

Finally, closer to home for you and also for me, our third major market, North America. Challenged to produce more domestic gas, both the U.S. and Mexico are looking to increase imports, in particular in the form of LNG. Expansion of existing LNG import
terminals alone in the U.S. could enable it to be a larger importer of LNG to Europe by the year 2005. Gas prices in the U.S. have recently been quite high, as you are all aware, trading in the range of $5 to $10 per mm Btu. These levels will not be sustained, but it is our view that prices will remain high enough to support pursuit of additional domestic resources as well as additional LNG supplies. Shell’s strategy in this market, as Walter mentioned, is to expand in the upstream where it makes sense and also secure a significant share of LNG import capacity, then leverage the strength of our marketing organization in the U.S., Coral.

- Shell is already well positioned throughout the value chain in North America. We have gas production in the U.S. and Canada, and have been successful in securing LNG import capacity in the U.S. and expect to secure more in the future—again, always tied to Shell upstream projects. We are very well positioned in that regard, with remaining expansion potential in Nigeria as well as the future potential of the Venezuelan LNG project.

Coral is a real enabler for accessing the gas market, a real survivor during these very difficult times and an important, experienced in-house capability for Shell. Over the years it has built a solid portfolio of positions in both gas and power. Today Coral is the second-largest gas marketer among our major competitors. It is well-positioned in gas, marketing Shell’s upstream production in the U.S. as well from Shell Canada. It has a diverse presence in electricity through the marketing of InterGen merchant power and through tolling.

Coral’s tolling deals form an important part of the Coral portfolio, providing diversified marketing opportunities. Coral is part of Shell’s global trading network, leveraging the Group’s worldwide control systems and risk management processes and skills, all proven by Shell’s global trading business, which has a long history of sustained profitability.
Importantly, Coral is also our vehicle for marketing Shell LNG imports into North America. Shell believes in the potential of LNG for the U.S., and as the world’s largest supplier of LNG, we believe in our potential to create value from it. We are well-positioned with respect to supplies and have already secured the most LNG import capacity of our major competitors, with positions in two of the four existing U.S. terminals, Cove Point and Elba Island.

We are pursuing new projects as well. One new project targets LNG imports through the offshore Gulf of Mexico. Shell is uniquely positioned to deliver this project with our extensive offshore infrastructure, access to existing natural gas processing facilities and Coral to secure the onshore gas transportation and market the gas to customers. The preparation of permit applications is well underway and we hope to make real progress in the coming 12 months towards an investment decision.

Another project targets LNG imports into Baja Mexico to serve both the gas markets of Mexico as well as California. All key permits have been submitted for our site near Ensenada, and we are hoping for necessary approvals within the next few months. The project makes obvious sense for Shell, enabling access to the large and flexible North American market for our diverse Asia Pacific LNG supply portfolio. Having access to the North American market helps the LNG project secure early cash flow, and it also facilitates us to deliver against growing customer demands for increased flexibility in the Asia Pacific market.

We will leave North America now and move back to a global view. I have talked a lot about the opportunities for Shell in both supplies and markets. A critical link between all of these things is what we refer to as Shell International LNG, or SILS. The SILS organization serves as Shell’s global buyer and seller of LNG, complementing the marketing activities of our joint ventures, adding value to our supply projects and helping us establish positions in key markets.
It also manages our shipping. Two additional ships will be delivered in the next 12 months, bringing our fleet of Shell-owned LNG ships to five. These ships are used to optimize the value of our existing supplies, to assist LNG joint ventures when they need access to additional shipping and also to assist our customers when they have needs for additional supplies. Already staffed with some 40 people in four offices around the world, SILS is the world’s leading global LNG organization.

Other companies like to talk about an occasional LNG cargo swap. This map shows just three Shell-facilitated cargo swaps, all executed in the first quarter of this year. We identify such opportunities for the benefit of our partners and customers. Having the knowledge, the relationships and the ability to link supply capabilities with customer needs, and having the shipping to ensure physical delivery, are key to generating value for all parties involved.

SILS, with the knowledge in all LNG time zones, is well-positioned for the business and increasingly will play an important role for Shell.

That is all I have to say about the Gas & Power business at this point. As you may be aware, or as Walter actually mentioned earlier, I will be leaving the post of CEO of Gas & Power in the middle part of this year to take over the role of CEO of Shell Canada. Leaving this fantastic job actually is quite difficult; but leaving is made easier by handing the reins over to Malcolm Brinded, who has been overseeing Gas & Power for the last nine months as managing director.

I will turn it over to Malcolm now to talk about what you can expect in the future.

FUTURE OF GAS & POWER

MR. MALCOLM BRINDEDE, Group Managing Director, Gas & Power. Thank you, Linda. Linda can rightly be proud of having built what is a very dynamic and successful Gas & Power business.
In these last few slides I would like to give you an outlook for exactly what that will mean over the next few years and for the longer-term future. I will start with trying to build up, slide by slide, what is happening over the next few years.

If we start with what is going on now, you see Nigeria LNG Train 3, started up at the end of last year and now ramping up production, and Malaysia Tioga 1 that loaded its first cargo last week, and coming later in the year, the second train in Tioga starts out later in the year and the capacity into Cove Point.

Moving to next year, we have the fourth train in the LNG supply side. We have the fourth train in Australia, in the Northwest Shelf project. Towards the end of the year we have the Hazira re-gas terminal in India starting up. You see that new LNG two ships have appeared to add to the two we just had delivered. In fact, we will have five LNG ships in all to optimize the trading that Linda referred to at the end of her presentation.

We keep going into 2005, with the fourth train of Nigeria LNG. The third train has added another three million tons and another four million tons comes with the fourth train—new capacity into Elba Island and re-gas capacity into that crucial and fast-growing LNG market in the United States, and the tolling and gas supply deals into northern Spain that Linda referred to.

The last picture is 2006. By then the fifth train of Nigerian LNG brings it to 17 million tons per annum of LNG capacity, the third-largest LNG plant in the world. You see also in 2006 in China the beginning of that supply from the Northwest shelf to Guangdong, the first LNG supplies into China—1.3 million tons per annum with a 25-year contract. Remember, we expect the China market to grow eight to 10 times over the next 20 years in gas supply. As Linda says, they are absolutely committed to do that for economic and environmental reasons. This is all firm stuff. I should add that on top of the gas and LNG and re-gas terminals we have the eight additional InterGen plants, bringing us
to 20 in all and by the end of 2004, 10 gigawatts of power capacity. All are firm approved projects.

What does that mean in terms of LNG volumes? Here is the graph. On the left-hand side are actual sales and the buildup of capacity from those firm projects. Then on the right-hand side is the two-step increase we would expect to see from Sakhalin when the go-ahead is given. You can see what that will do. On top of that we have additional opportunities in expansions to existing facilities—a third train in Oman, a fifth train in Australia and a potential sixth train in Nigeria. We hope to see all these projects go ahead in the next couple of years or so.

I would like say, just to reinforce the point Linda made, that we can now firmly that we have delivered on the commitment to a 6 percent growth in contracted sales and 7.3 percent for the period 2000 to 2006. I am not making any new promises today or any new targets, but you can see from this chart what could be possible.

If we look longer-term, there is more to come. In expansion of existing facilities, I mentioned the potential in Nigeria, Oman and the Northwest shelf. In new LNG supply schemes, we have Sakhalin. We also have good prospects in Australia, with Sunrise and Gorgon, and in the Middle East and in Venezuela, projects we hope to see go ahead in the next few years. In re-gasification capacity, we have the capacity secured already in the United States, with additional prospects in the Gulf of Mexico and in Mexico itself to supply capacity into the U.S. and others around the globe. In pipelines, we are working in China, the Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea on major infrastructure potential projects. In power, there are not only the InterGen projects that are underway, but also the potential for new power projects, providing they are linked to equity Shell gas supplies in Japan, China, Singapore and California and elsewhere.

Finally, appearing on the map now are a couple of opportunities for gas-to-liquids technology. I would like to talk a little bit about gas-to-liquids, which I think is a
technology as potentially exciting for the next 30 years as LNG has been important to the growth of our business and the monetization of gas reserves over the last 30 years. Let me explain why GTL technology is potentially so important. There were quite a few questions on this in February 6. I realize some of you are familiar with it and some are not.

If you look at the left-hand side, there are vast reserves of gas around the globe, 5,000 tcf of proven gas reserves and a lot more additionally that is not yet appraised or explored for. That gives us a reserves-to-production ratio of 60 years, and a lot of it is remote from existing markets.

Gas-to-liquids technology enables you to shift from trying to penetrate and access LNG markets—important though they are and growing at quite a fast rate, there is a limit to how much gas they can take—into a liquids market that is much bigger. Gas-to-liquids produces ultraclean fuels, meeting the highest standards of specifications from an environmental and performance point of view. The key point is that Shell has proven proprietary technology. At the bottom of the picture you see the Bintulu plant in Malaysia that has run for 10 years and achieved extremely good levels of reliability and performance. That gives the confidence to go ahead with the potential for mega-investments in the future. We know how to get the maximum value from the products from this whole industry. At the moment we are selling the Bintulu products into a range of global markets. In particular the ultra-clean gas oils go into the diesel fuel sold in Bangkok, which gets a premium of about 10 percent relative to typical gas oil and is selling very well there.

So our focus with gas-to-liquids is on the Middle East. We are focusing there because that is where the largest, toughest-to-monetize reserves lie. It does not mean the gas-to-liquids technology will be limited to those areas, but they are the right place to the focus today. It is important that host governments in that region recognize the value
proposition that gas-to-liquids technology offers to them to access new markets, bring more investment into these very substantial plants and actually accelerate production.

We particularly focus in Iran and Qatar, on the field known as South Pars in Iran and the North Field in Qatar. It is something like 20 times the size of the Groningen field Walter referred to earlier, which has been the key driver of the development of the gas industry in Europe over 40 years. So the significance and size of these reserves is enormous. A gas-to-liquids project in Qatar, for example, would require access to about eight tcf of reserves to develop 140,000 barrels a day of capacity. This is not a short-term business. Again, this is about creating long-term legacy positions. We are making good progress in the commercial discussions to actually bring these opportunities to a reality.

What can we expect in Gas & Power if we bring this together? We can expect growth in value and in volumes of gas and also of power and power sales; growth in investment, from $1 billion per annum last year that we expect to maintain or raise in the future; and definitely growth in terms of cash and in terms of earnings. We also expect the growth in the LNG and gas business to be crucial in growing value in our upstream business. But along with that growth, we want to be sure we stay profitable. We set the same targets for the established parts of our Gas & Power business as we do for our major established businesses in the Shell Group. So the LNG sector and the midstream sector should be capable of delivering 15 percent at reference conditions in ROACE terms, and that is exactly what they did last year.

We can expect continued active portfolio management, because markets are constantly changing and you need to watch carefully that your assets are still of more value to you than they might be to anyone else. If you add up what we have done over the last three years, it is $2.7 billion worth of divestments, while at the same time growing this business in capital employed. That highlights the importance of staying focused on the assets you have.
We see the Gas & Power business as very strong in the existing positions we have today as well as in the firm projects we have in progress and the growth in income and earnings they will deliver, and our opportunities, capabilities and assets to capitalize on for the longer-term future. We have a clear and differentiated strategy. We have the strongest portfolio in the business. We think that gives us the basis to maintain clear industry leadership going forward in Gas & Power.

I would like to move now to just sum up what this means for Exploration and Production and Gas & Power together. The key is the two businesses working together. Exploration and Production with Gas & Power, the strength of both delivering in a single value chain. Our focus in the short term is on existing business—the unit earnings increase Walter referred to in the upstream, getting the best from our proven operational-leading capabilities from our existing assets. That is one of the key drivers of returning the Group ROACE to 13 percent to 15 percent.

In the medium term it is about delivering projects, that excellence we have in projects coming on in time, in budget; and growing the heartlands from Nigeria right through the deepwater globally; and step by step putting the growth in the LNG value chain. I showed you in those last charts.

Then for the longer term, there is a real focus on creating new legacy assets. Walter showed you how assets like our positions in Brunei and Oman go on delivering value for decades. At the moment, we are working on the Sakhalins and the Kashagans and the gas-to-liquids, and the Nigeria and Alhambra opportunities. These are where we will make major investments to create long-term, strategic, cash-generating positions that will be of enormous importance to the future of the Shell Group. It is the sort of area where we are extremely experienced and capable of delivering.

To conclude, I will show you a slide you have seen twice before, and I will just emphasize a couple of points on it. This strength of our business is about Exploration and
Production working together with Gas & Power to get the best out of that single value chain. We have a fantastic portfolio of assets, which gives us great robustness to lower oil prices and at the same time strong earnings at high prices, but is lower in volatility and robustness going forward. We are proven industry leaders in global gas, a fast-growing sector of energy; and particularly in LNG, the fastest-growing sector of all. You have seen what we can do in getting value from technology, the acceleration of value through our global business organization to maximize what can come from that.

In the last few years Shell has shown it can deliver focused and deep-rooted cost management through all aspects of our business—from exploration through production and development, and through our LNG plants. We have the ability to put together all the skill sets—financial, operational, commercial and so forth—to deliver complex, integrated international projects and deals. That ability will clearly deliver us the best set of opportunities going forward. All of this will deliver sustained growth in cash, earnings and business value. That is why we believe the strength of Gas & Power and Exploration and Production together will be the key driver of Shell delivering leading industry returns.

Thank you very much. I hope we have convinced you of the strength of our businesses. If not, we will try in the questions and answers now. Thank you.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

MR. MARK FLANNERY, Credit Suisse First Boston Corp.: I think this is a question for Walter. I am interested in the global reorganization of the E&P business you discussed as perhaps adding several hundred million dollars to cost savings in the next few years. A few years ago we had a similar kind of announcement, I believe, of moving from a regional organization to a functional organization. Did that not happen, or is this an extension of that? Can you characterize what today's announcement is versus what it was a couple of years ago?
MR. van de VIJVER: What we see now what I call the next generation operating model. I
guess it must be three or four years ago we globalized the E&P business. A lot of it had to
with the U.S. subsidiary and implementing some global processes in capital allocation and
decision-making. But we still had strong national operating units all across the globe,
irrespective of how big or small they were, with a seat at the table to debate what sorts of
things we wanted to do.

This next stage will break down all the barriers between these operating units and
create five global regions around the true integrated operating entities that will run the
business. This will allow for more hardwiring of accountabilities and standards. With that,
we will make absolutely sure up front that everything all around the globe is properly
standardized around what we expect in minimum technical standards, minimum operating
standards, how to use IT and globalize our IT kits and how to globalize all our SAP
systems over the world. There is investment associated with making those changes as well.
That is the change process we are currently in.

At the same time, apart from making those regional organizations, we will totally
hardwire the technology organization across the Group. All the choices of where the most
value is created on applied technology and the speed of implementation will all go through
John Darley in the forward organization as one integrated activity. I already mentioned
Matthias on the Exploration side. That is also global with direct hard lines to people on the
regional basis, as well as Lorin Brass and all my other directors, who will be globally
responsible for new business development.

All these things as you know in the past were integrated on a national basis with
everyone having their own tools and toys to play with. We are totally breaking that down.
There is an enormous step-change opportunity, not just in overall productivity and cost
takeout with all the overheads and so on, but it creates a next stage of value delivery in our
business. We showed you the example, not only in the Far East but also in Europe, where
we are positioning ourselves for the future.

This is something we can do based on our operational scale. We are the cost leader;
but we are looking ahead to position ourselves going forward to take right balance of all
the strengths we had in the past, while at the same time creating efficiencies going forward.

MR. ARJUN MURTI, Goldman Sachs & Company: You talked about the North American
natural gas price staying high enough to allow you to pursue opportunities. Would
pursuing opportunities include acquisitions analogous to what you did with Enterprise in
Europe to build your position there, or were you primarily referring to LNG opportunities?

Then regarding Venezuela and LNG specifically, can one assume that the oil and
economics are perhaps similar to Trinidad LNG, where say a $2.50 or better Henry Hub
gas price allows for very good returns, or is there something materially different about
either the fiscal regime in Venezuela or the development economics that just a higher price
is needed? Just what is the timing of Venezuela as well? Thank you.

MR. van de VIVER: If you do not mind, Arjun, we will do sort of split answering
between myself and Linda on that.

At Shell we clearly see the attractiveness of the North American gas markets and
want to grow our position there. We have very strong organic capabilities to do so, as we
added last year to the portfolio in the Rocky Mountains, which is a platform for growth as
well.

I think when it comes to acquisitions we will always be opportunistic, while at the
same time recognizing that we work very hard with our capital discipline and value-
creation metrics. It is normally not in high-priced environments that you go after these
types of things. So it is something we keep a balanced outlook on.

LNG is indeed very important. Linda, do you want to add to that?
MS. COOK: Venezuela in many ways will be a lot like the Trinidad project, although different in some ways, of course. They are right next door to each other, so the distance from the supply to the U.S. market will be very similar and very advantageous in lower shipping costs. In reserves, certainly the reserves in Venezuela are as big as, if not bigger than what we have in Trinidad, and not very extensively explored up to this point in time. We believe our technology is actually lower cost than what was used in Trinidad, and so that should give us an advantage from that dimension.

Concerning timing and other commercial terms, it is still early days, as I think you can understand, in the Venezuela project. With the political difficulties there lately, its timing has been uncertain. But I would say that we are hopeful and optimistic. The teams have actually been in Caracas just this week engaging with the Pdvsa [ed. query] people and trying to keep the momentum going forward. So we are hopeful in that regard.

MR. DOUGLAS TERRESON, Morgan Stanley Dean Witter: Walter, over the years you and the other supervisions have used pretty low prices of petroleum in setting your capital budgets. It has led to a better value creation and better valuation for your equity in the stock market, which is obviously a positive thing. But having said that, the oil price really has not been that close to $16 per barrel, which you are using in your budgeting case, during the last five years or the last 10-year period. So my question is, could you talk about how you think about this for capital budgeting for the future—meaning are you using $16 oil in your capital budgeting today because you always have or because you think it is going to be there in the future, and if so, why? If not, do you think it might lead to opportunities being lost to your competitors? Could you spend a few minutes on that topic?

MR. van de VIFVER: First, there is an issue about our wanting to be transparent in showing you where we are, and therefore we use the reference price we have been using now for some time. That is a very important background. I think overall we do not claim
to have different knowledge about where the oil price is going to be in the future. We have a lot of experts, but at the same time we do not think we have the answer on that. As you know, on every investment we very carefully look at the whole range of price assumptions, and $16 is one of those assumptions we use. We check it as part of our overall portfolio, about our whole risk exposure and the upsides and downsides on price environments. On that basis, we make our investment decision. Do not think that everything in this world is purely based on just looking at that $16 environment. At the same time, we have our financial framework and I think that provides a very transparent model to adhere to.

MR. MARK GILMAN, First Albany Corporation: Walter, a couple of things, one specific, one a bit more general. I wonder if you or one of your colleagues on the dial could update us a little bit on where we stand in terms of Groningen deliverability, plateau decline and whether we are still on plateau. Are there storage opportunities to perhaps better exploit that asset? Could you give a little bit of an update on it.

Second, to pick up on a theme mentioned before, one of your smaller competitors about three weeks ago spent a considerable amount of time here talking about the merits of a global functional organization as it applies to specifically the upstream. They were taking it all the way instead of stopping in the middle, as it sounds as if you are doing with a regionally functional organization. Is that total functional model applicable for you, and if not, why not? Why wouldn't you go all the way to establishing an E&P development company, a production company, analogous to what you are doing in Exploration and new business development?

MR. van de VIJVER: On the first one on Groningen, that is very simple. We at Shell would like to do far more with its assets, but as you know, we are not totally in control. We have a Dutch government that sees this asset as something, not only for today but also for their grandchildren. It is an enormous strategic asset. We have been upgrading the assets over the last couple of years with additional compression to position for the future of
increased uptake and really playing a key role in Europe, but ultimately we are not totally in control there. That is all I can say there. It is a jewel of an asset and yes, we see enormous forward opportunities.

When it comes to organization and this competitor, I think you have to look at it from various perspectives. Number one, I will not comment on whether our competitors are right or wrong, but you do have to look at the first context about operational scale. What is there about our operational scale compared to competitors that gives us something unique? We have direct influence and control over a whole variety of assets on a global basis—many with partners, but we have the operational role—and that creates a unique capability. While we indeed apply common standards, processes and focus on technical and operational excellence through John Darley’s organization, we see enormous benefits in directly integrating the various functions to create the value we are talking about. Going too far in silos will prevent you from creating that integrated value, which we see on a day-to-day basis on a global and regional scale.

We think the model we are moving towards takes the best of both worlds. It has the benefit of strong functionalized and technical standards and our ability to apply the expertise to the issues that confront us and prioritize them. At the same time it insures a value proposition at the local level for staff—how they like to work in teams, how they are motivated and have real accountability for maximizing the value of the assets. That is what we feel we are creating, which is enormously powerful.

MR. BRINDED: Can I just add to that, Walter? From the experience we had in the oil products business, which has gone through a tremendously successful process of establishing the right balance between local, regional and global, we have confidence in the model that will be adopted. From a global point of view you have global standards and approval processes, for example. On a regional basis you have centers that give you short lines of tight management control over what is happening in the region, but also bring the
regional expertise together for the crucial issues of regional relationship management. For example, if you are based out of Singapore doing the Asia Pacific area, you cannot build relationships in Asia Pacific if you headquarter everybody in Europe or the United States. Finally on a local level, you still must have the cost structure that enables you to be very competitive locally and to hold your relationships with local governments, like in Brunei.

I think the Oil Products experience gives us a real basis of going forward and getting the best out of it.

MR. van de VIJVER: I think that is a very valid comment from Malcolm. The forward cost structure is very important to recognise, apart from the relationship issues and everything else.

MR. STEVE PFEIFER, Merrill Lynch & Company Inc.: A couple of questions on page 83 of the presentation, where you show the growth in North American gas demand, with pipeline gas meeting that and going from about 70 bcfd to 90. I was just curious—obviously Alaska plays into that, but even including that, that would seem fairly robust growth. Could you talk about that component?

Second, in terms of LNG receiving terminals in some of the longer-term projects in Baja California and in the Gulf of Mexico, it looks like you have a midpoint time frame of 2007. Could you talk a little bit about what could move that forward or push it back in environmental challenges for both projects? Also in that vein, with the demise of some of the gas pipelines and merchants also in that business, what kind of challenges and opportunities might that create for the Group?

MS. COOK: First, on North American supply and demand our forecasts do assume that the Alaska gas will eventually make its way to the lower 48, probably early in the next decade. But still the gas from that pipeline will be easily absorbed in the market and so will not have a major overall impact on the need for LNG supplies.
On Baja, the timing we show of 2007 is a bit indicative, because we have not yet taken the final investment decision on that. The permitting is going quite well. There are four or five projects now in Baja—it is a bit hard to tell, because some of the companies moving those forward practically do not exist any longer. There will not be four or five projects built in Baja California; it only makes sense to consolidate, so that may be the next phase of the whole game there.

For Shell, supply possibilities and then the demand for natural gas will actually drive the timing. We will not go forward unless we are sure we have the supply in Asia Pacific. Right now the Asia Pacific market is quite tight, with the cold winter in Korea and the nuclear problems in Japan. I think that will all clarify over the next few years. I do not see big changes off 2007, plus or minus.

On the demise of other players, I think Coral gains a lot of strength from fewer competitors in marketing and trading. On the other hand, there is less liquidity in the market, so that hurts its trading opportunities a bit. I think it will probably take still another year or two for all the smoke to clear in that particular segment in the U.S.

MR. BRINDED: On trading I think it is all too easy for the pendulum to swing from one extreme to the other. Two or three years ago a big trading capability was seen as a tremendous way of making lots of money from no capital employed. Then for reasons we understand well, a lot of confidence in trading has disappeared. But people should still see this skill set as very useful. We know from our Oil Products business how valuable it is to have a strong trading capability to supplement our ability to place products into the most appropriate markets and arbitrage around structural positions to make money. This is providing you do not get overly convinced about your ability to see into the future and only take positions for a clear reason. That underpins an extremely strong trading business for us globally. Those are the strengths that we have in Coral. As Linda said, since a number of the players have fallen away completely, that puts Coral in a very strong competitive
position. That skill set adds real value to our structural position in terms of gas supply into the market.

UNIDENTIFIED: Two related questions on LNG. One, long term the outlook for China and India demand will be great, but over the next couple of years there seem to be more projects chasing potential markets than there is room for. I wonder if you can comment on when you see the market being able to absorb everything that has been found. Your small competitor who was mentioned before seems to have another 20 tcf discovery in Australia.

Related to that, when do you see the partners in Sunrise agreeing on a production scheme and will the current impasse push you back in the queue to develop that, with competitors coming on with other companies?

MS. COOK: On LNG, will we have oversupply in the marketplace or not? We all know the Asia Pacific LNG market is potentially oversupplied with lots of not-yet-monetized gas reserves in the region. However, as we saw just this past winter the market can be very tight, given the current level of supply, again with the combination of the cold Korean winter and the nuclear problems in Japan. The other thing to keep in mind is that each time a new project comes on stream it adds 5 percent-plus supply to the LNG market because these things come on in large lumps, so I think we will always have ups and downs with the market being tight or a bit long. But overall we see the growth in demand very strong, even with the weak economy in Japan the next couple of years. Longer-term, we see it much stronger. We believe eventually it offers a lot of attractive growth prospects for Shell and the region, especially with our large supply base.

On Sunrise in particular, the partners have looked again at the option for marketing that gas domestically in Australia and have again come to the conclusion that it is not an attractive commercial opportunity. Most if not all of the partners believe that floating LNG is still the best and most attractive development scheme for those reserves there. All the partners together have agreed to study the marketing options for the project more, as well
as the commercial framework. We hope in the coming months to come to consensus about that, and how best and when to move the project forward.

MR. BRINDED: It is important to recognize that over the last year sentiment on the LNG in the Asia Pacific market has moved in favor of the suppliers. That is partly for the reasons mentioned about the strong winter and the Japan nuclear situation. But frankly a lot of people are also focusing on security of supply and diversity of sources of energy supply. They are a little concerned about dependence on the Middle East. There are also concerns about places like Indonesia, which means that having a diverse set of LNG supply opportunities is a real source of competitive advantage.

MR. van de VIIVER: If I may, because I can never stop myself, I will make a final comment on this discovery around Australia from our minor competitor. This was a 2000 discovery, so I do not quite know why they decided to put it in the news this week. I think you need to look at that in context with a lot of the other gas reserves waiting in Australia. There already are 100 tcf or so of gas reserves in the queue in Australia. Ultimately it is all about what is the lowest cost of supply we can put together. We feel Sunrise and Gordon, not only because of the supply cost but also relative to the liquid content, will go earlier off the block than anything else.

MR. DAVID WHEELER, J.P. Morgan Securities Inc.: Nigeria is your biggest growth area over the next five years. Obviously, there are several risks there these days with the current unrest, but on a longer-term basis there are OPEC constraints to growth. You have a government that may have different development priorities because of a different government take in the deep water versus the delta. Can you address the current risks in Nigeria? Have you given any thought to slowing the pace of your investments there, or do you think you will be able to grow there pretty much unencumbered?

MR. van de VIIVER: First of all, Nigeria indeed is a very important growth area for us. It is an area where we have a lot of experience, as you know, and where we have gone
through some ups and downs before the 19th of April presidential elections, and clearly the world will move on from that point. I think we are very careful in balancing our forward growth investments in Nigeria. Given the amount of opportunity we have out there, we could have easily spent far more than we are actually doing today, because the scope is just so incredible, both onshore and the deep water. So we are taking a very cautious, very calculated approach to our investment in Nigeria. We have to balance around onshore and the deepwater activities, but also integrate it fully in the integrated gas and oil approach for the business linked to Nigerian LNG. I think we are doing the right thing. At the same time, we are very close with Nigeria to going forward with their reserve potential and production capacity, which allows them to build also the case for increased OPEC quota. We have a very integrated, very well-orchestrated approach to make sure we manage our overall risk to that country.

MR. W. KEVIN WOOD, Bear Stearns & Co., Inc.: You gave a little bit of color on reserve replacement for the natural gas side. Could you do the same for the oil side for some of the big oil developments that are awaiting approval this year?

MR. van de VJVER: You have seen with the start of the discoveries over the last couple of years that there are quite a few opportunities in the queue we are currently maturing—whether they are offshore Brazil, offshore Nigeria or still things that can be done in our existing heartlands in Malaysia, Brunei and in Europe. That is quite a widespread variety of oil-related activities we hope we to take to investment decision this year. Some of them are pretty challenging projects and we want to make sure we have done all the homework. That is why I currently see a lot of appraisal ongoing to firm up the true scope of a lot of these discoveries we hope to mature over the next two years.

MR. GILMAN: A couple of Gas & Power questions. The first relates to an overhang from a period when the business philosophy and focus of Gas & Power was different than it is now—these power tolling contracts. I am curious if you could provide some indication
going forward, under whatever assumptions are convenient for you, what the earnings impact of these are likely to be for this year and maybe next, if you can go that far.

The second one relates to LNG and contracting strategy as it relates to new project sanction, whether it be greenfield or a new plant. Can you give us an idea in the current environment—if it is different Atlantic basin versus Pacific, that is fine—what percentage you want to see committed to a long-term contract before deciding to proceed with an expansion or new plant, and how do you make that decision these days?

MS. COOK: I will just give a quick answer on the tolling and Malcolm might want to add something.

On tolling the quick answer is that the tolling deals have provided positive income for us, both last year and this year, albeit relatively small and probably immaterial at the Group level.

MR. GILMAN: I am looking for the mark-to-market impact.

MS. COOK: The impact as reported in our results has been positive for each of the last two years. Long term we see them as positive value generators. On LNG, the question about taking a new project forward and what percent of capacity we need committed under firm long-term contracts, in our experience at least half has always been committed or close to committed for the projects that have gone forward so far. You asked about the demise of the long-term contract in the LNG industry and I am here to say it is definitely not true. There is no way we would take forward an investment decision, for example on Sakhalin, without a significant amount of the capacity underpinned by firm long-term sales commitments. That is why we are working so hard with customers in Japan as well as Korea and China. That is one of the our conditions—to take forward the final investment decision, knowing we have the level of capacity sold under long-term contracts. That gives us the confidence to go forward.
MR. GILMAN: Does that 50 percent or thereabouts include offtake potentially by Coral?

Does that count toward the 50 percent?

MS. COOK: Yes, any long-term contract signed by any customer would count in our minds. The only place we have done that on a long-term basis so far has been with Nigeria Trains 4 and 5, where some of the volume under long-term contract that underpinned the final investment decision last year was committed to a contract with Shell, although not directly with Coral. But this for marketing into the United States where we had firm capacity already lined up. So there was a firm market already secured for it and Coral would then find the customers in the United States. It was for on the order of one million tons out of the two-train project. It was a relatively small proportion of the total.

To the rest of your question, in Australia Shell did have a contract for what we refer to as “the wedge volume” — not a long-term contract, but just some of the capacity available in the early years as the long-term customers’ demands are ramping up. That was a different and a much shorter deal.

MR. BRINNED: Can I just add something about tolling. It is important to recognize that tolling deals as a business concept make a lot of sense. They divide the responsibilities and risks between the people who are building the power stations and operating them, because that is their area of expertise, and the people who are supplying the gas and taking the risk, because that is their areas of expertise. We feel good about the fundamental concept. We are also prepared to go for them when they will be able to monetize gas, as in the way we have shown in Spain. That makes very good sense.

That said, we are not planning to add much to our future tolling capacity, other than the deals already coming on stream we already have committed to in the U.S. I would say these are deals that have been done with a 20-year time horizon in mind. Of course they go through some ups and downs month to month, especially over the last few months. Just to give an example of that, power prices in the U.S. and six-month-ahead price prices, which
is the liquid period of the market we are marking to, have been pretty volatile. To make any forward projections of their value, while we wouldn't anyway, you can imagine they have changed from one to the next very quickly. From January to February we were taking in July and August, which are periods of peak demand in the U.S. for air conditioning loads, prices were up and it looked good. In March you are taking in September and for a couple of weeks it looks worse. It is very volatile thing. These tolling deals have been done for the very long term. They are 20-year deals where we expect the fundamentals in terms of the value of power generation in the United States to be sensible.

By the way, the amount of total tolling capacity in the U.S. is somewhat under half the equivalent of the Shell equity gas supply volume we have in the U.S. So it is somewhat less than half of our equity volumes being converted to power at the moment, not counting for the growth we expect as we bring more LNG and other sources of gas on stream.

MR. MATTHEW WARBURTON, UBS Warburg LLC: I have a question about the growth in LNG. To what degree could some of the inherent gas price subsidies in some of the growth markets like India and China prevent your realizing your aspirations in terms of volumetrics? I am thinking about the Indian fertilizer price subsidy and things like that. Could you expand on that and how that may prevent the growth, especially obviously if you adhere to the target returns for the division?

MS. COOK: India is quite a challenge, there is no doubt about that, to make that market viable for any imported natural gas. We recognized that when taking the investment decision for Hazira. We took quite a long-term view of that. It is important that you are able to demonstrate you can be low cost in that market, given things like the subsidies for fertilizer plants, as you mentioned. That was taken into consideration. We believe we have the low-cost site, providing a low-cost tariff for the gas as it gets to the market as one component of the cost to get it to market. We believe we have access to low-cost gas supplies as well. Our being able to demonstrate that we have a low-cost value proposition
for what we believe will be the big customers in India was key to underpinning the investment decision. We have confidence in the future potential for the project because of that.

MR. van de VIVVER: Just to clarify, in the production capability outlook you saw from my side, there is absolutely nothing banked in relation to LNG supplies to India.

MS. COOK: And we have not taken a long-term, take-or-pay contract for supplies to the Indian market either. Part of our business model is we secure the customers and secure supplies only as we have the customer demand for growth. It is a different business model than the traditional LNG transaction.

CLOSING

MR. van de VIVVER: Are there any other questions? You mean you got all the answers you were looking for. Thank you very much for coming. I hope to see you again in the near future. Thank you. [Applause]

(Meeting ended: 11:48 p.m.)
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From: Darley, John J SIEP-EPT  
Sent: 19 November 2003 09:53  
To: Coopman, Frank F SIEP-EPF  
Subject: FW: PDO STOIIIP and Reserves review

Frank,

Attached is the latest status - including an Executive Summary.

As you will see, the findings are being discussed with PDO, prior to finalising the report and submission to MOG, but I guess that the numbers will not change too much from what we have now. Still need to take a view on how/when to address the reserves fee issues, but this was not part of the remit of the team.

In terms of timing of formal submissions to MOG, I would plan to do that mid-December.

Please let me know if you need anything further.

John

-----Original Message-----
From: Christiansen, Stein S SIEP-EPT-SPNO  
Sent: 19 November 2003 10:39  
To: Darley, John J SIEP-EPT  
Cc: Vaughan, Andrew B SENV-CH; Luker, Tim SEP-EPM-T  
Subject: RE: PDO STOIIIP and Reserves review

John,

Last Friday I sent out a draft report (see attached), timed for the Technical Coordination Committee (TCC) held in Muscat yesterday. We are making the final corrections to the report and, depending on the feedback from yesterday's TCC meeting, we can proceed to production and printing of the report by the end of next week.

As outlined in the attached note, I would like to know the requirements for internal discussions/presentations/engagements to HE MOG.

Please let me know if you need anything else.

Regards,
Stein

PDO STOIIIP and Reserves review...

-----Original Message-----
From: Darley, John J SIEP-EPT  
Sent: 19 November 2003 10:21  
To: Christiansen, Stein S SIEP-EPT-SPNO  
Subject: PDO STOIIIP and Reserves review

Stein,

Grateful an update on the status of the Review.

When will we have an overview of the final outcome?

thanks
Unknown

From: Christiansen, Stein S SIEP-EPT-SPNO
Sent: 14 November 2003 17:35
To: Vaughan, Andrew B SENV-CH; Luker, Tim SEPI-EPM-T; Evans, Stuart ES PDO-DPVM; Lamki, Abdulla AM PDO-DMD
Cc: Huijkses, Jaap JG SIEP-EPT-SP; Pieters, Johan SEPI-EPM-T-D; Wood, Andy W SROO-GM; Mann, Paul PJ SEPI-EPM; Schulle, Willem WM SIEP-EPT-AB
Subject: PDO STOIIIP and Reserves review: first draft of report

Gentlemen,

Please find attached a first draft of the final report of the STOIIIP and Reserves review. The full report contains three parts: Part 1 is an executive summary, designed to stand alone, if necessary. Part 2 has the main Review Findings, and Part 3 contains the field appendices, about 3-8 pages on each of the 16 fields reviewed. Parts 1 and 2 are included here; only one example of a field Appendix from Part 3 is included here due to e-mail space restrictions.

Virtually all of the content is now in the report, but work is still needed to improve integration of the various sections. Although I would have preferred to wait a little longer before issuing the first draft, I realise that you need something for the TCC meeting, and we also need your feedback.

The way ahead, as I understand, is:

Discussion of content of final report (18/11 at TCC).
Proposed final freeze date of the report 20th November (stretch target!) Printing of report by end-November (how many copies are needed?). Approx. 10 days after freeze date.
Copies to be provided to MOG at least a week ahead of close-out session
Discussion of implications of review for PDO and the role of Shell in follow-up (Andrew to organise)
Andy Wood to arrange formal close-out session with HE MOG after report is frozen, sometime in December (Inc. John Darley?)

I look forward to your comments.

Regards,

Stein Christiansen
SIEP EPT-SPNO
Tel.: +31 6 1104 7159
E-mail: stein.christiansen@shell.com

This message, any attachment and response string are confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended only for the use of the parties to whom it is addressed. If you are not the addressee indicated in this message please notify the sender immediately by reply email and destroy this message. All information and attachments remain the property of Shell.
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PDO STOIIP and Reserves Review

Draft 14 November 2003
Part 1: Executive Summary

1 Contents

This report is organised in three parts:

Part 1 is an executive summary, designed to stand alone.
Part 2 is a more detailed description of the review process and its findings
Part 3 contains an Appendix for each of the 16 fields reviewed, plus an Appendix for a group of new waterflood fields, with detailed results.
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2 Summary

Concerns about the robustness of PDO’s STOIIP and reserves were raised by PDO’s failures since 2001 to produce the forecast volumes. In early June 2003 Shell and MOG agreed that Shell would review PDO’s STOIIP and reserves. The review objectives were for Shell to provide a second opinion on the robustness of:

- PDO’s STOIIP estimates;
- PDO’s oil reserves estimates, including views on:
  - the 700MMb reserves “match” volume (booked reserves without development plans)
  - scope volumes in the 2004/2005 forecast;
- PDO’s reserves maturation plans, including looking at the pre-requisite activity plans/study work.

The review included 16 of PDO’s largest fields, plus some of the fields in the waterflood scouting studies, such that about 80% of PDO’s STOIIP was covered, with priority given to fields with the above reserves match issues. It was expected that the main systemic issues would be identified using this field selection.

The review team has concluded that:

- The STOIIP is approximately correct
- PDO’s developed reserves are approximately correct. There are concerns about the widespread use, and application, of decline curve analysis.
- Undeveloped reserves are overestimated, partly due to historical overbooking, and partly due to overestimation of maturity level:
  - For some of the booked reserves in the 1.1.2003 ARPR, PDO were not able to come up with plans in the PB04 programme build. PDO refers to these as “match” volumes. PDO’s estimate of the match volume at the start of this review in June was 113 mln m³ (712 MMBbl).
  - In addition, based on the fields reviewed (with priority given to fields with match volumes) the review team found that the maturity level of some of the undeveloped reserves is overestimated. Consequently, the team reclassified some reserves as scope. This increased the “match” volume to 139 mln m³ (877 MMBbl).
  - Towards the end of the review, in October, PDO had revised its reserves “match” volume to 146 mln m³ (921 MMBbl), including 10 mln m³ (63 MMBbl) for Harweel. Taking Harweel into account (Harweel was not reviewed by the team), the corresponding reserves “match” volume according to the review team would be 150 mln m³ (940 MMBbl).
- Hardly any of the undeveloped reserves in the fields under review are supported by Field Development Plans. This is a new requirement (since 2001) and PDO’s studies plan aims for 80% compliance within 5 years. Although the review team has not recommended any change of reserves classification as a result of this transition, it is important that the compliance target is monitored and managed.
- For the 16 fields reviewed, the ARPR 1.1.2003 reserves are 507 mln m³, PDO’s June view was 417 mln m³ (-18%), and the review team’s view is 384 mln m³ (-24%)
- Scope volumes are far too low for PDO’s current state of maturity. The PB04 covers only about half of the scope identified in the ARPR for the fields reviewed, and even the ARPR does not provide a full view of the scope. Hence, there is a risk of not assigning sufficient resources to follow up in the work programme on scope ideas and aspirations.
Most of the scope volumes in the 2004/5 forecast have a higher confidence than the term suggests, often due to anomalies in the reserves booking procedure. They have already been risked and only a small proportion is still considered to be at risk.

PDO's plans to safeguard reserves, and to mature scope volumes to reserves through studies and FDPs are supported, although some of the volumes and timings appear to be optimistic. The review team identified a number of possible upside opportunities, demonstrating that there are significant additional maturation opportunities not identified or captured in the 2004 Study Plan. A comprehensive exercise could yield more upsides.

Aggregation of the maturation (inc. upsides) and production forecast data results in a reserve replacement ration (RRR) of about 1 over the period 2004-2008. The additional reserves expected to be matured by the Harweel and Mukhaizna projects help to compensate for about half of the reserves match volume.

The decline RRR at the end of the 5 year period indicates the necessity to maintain or increase the pressure on the hydrocarbon maturation process, with likely more emphasis on IOR/EOR processes.
3 Highlights

3.1 STOIP

PDO's STOIP estimates were largely confirmed, with positive and negative changes approximately cancelling out. The key uncertainties in mature fields, where GRV is tightly constrained by well control, are petrophysical (net to gross ratio, porosity, and saturation height functions). In the relatively undrilled fields the uncertainties are in the definition of the flank structures. In the Nimr field, the review team identified some 170 mln m³ of additional near field STIIP.

3.2 Reserves

PDO's developed reserves are approximately correct. Undeveloped reserves are overestimated, partly because of historical overbookings and partly because insufficient staff work has been done to mature the volumes from STOIP through SFR to reserves.
The STOIIIP and Reserves team has not concentrated on identifying scope volumes. Therefore, team view of Scope for Recovery (SFR) shown in the diagram should not be seen as a view on the overall scope in PDO. Nevertheless, there important conclusions can be drawn about scope and maturation. Please refer to sections 3.4 and 3.6 for more details.

For the 16 fields reviewed, the ARPR 1.1.2003 reserves are 507 mlm m3, PDO’s June view was 417 mlm m3 (-18%), and the review team’s view is 384 mlm m3 (-24%).

A confusing element in the reserves definition is the 30 year window. As a result, the reported ultimate recovery is not a reflection of the technical recovery process, especially for GOGD and heavy oil developments.

3.2.1 Developed reserves by field

A large proportion of PDO’s developed reserves are estimated using decline analysis, which has a large uncertainty and little physics. Furthermore, the way decline analysis has been applied varies by field team, adding to the uncertainty. Against this background, the review team found little reason to deviate from the latest PDO view.

The increase in Yibal developed reserves relates to a re-classification of some undeveloped reserves to developed reserves as these volumes can be realised from NFA optimisation activities without the need for additional wells. The review team found several instances of underestimation of developed reserves, which resulted in overestimation of undeveloped reserves projects (e.g. Halma West five spot). This also applies to fields where WRM (NFA optimisation) activities are at an early stage of identification. NFA optimisation projects are not yet defined and hence the potential gain in developed reserves not yet quantified. Overall this could lead to the approval and implementation of development projects that turn out to have a higher than expected UTC and consequent profit erosion.
3.2.2 Undeveloped reserves by field

Undeveloped Reserves

The Yibal reserves reduction identified by PDO has resulted from overestimation of reserves in recent years. The review team also reclassified some of the undeveloped reserves as developed (refer section 3.2.1). The recovery factor from the current waterflood, after the above reserve and STOIP reductions, is still a commendable 56%. In Marmul the Haiama West development has been disappointing and the Qarn Alam reduction followed serious metering errors.

Hardly any of the undeveloped reserves in the fields under review are supported by Field Development Plans. This is a new requirement (since 2001) and PDO's studies plan aims for 80% compliance within 5 years. Although the review team has not recommended any change of reserves classification as a result of this transition, it is important that the compliance target is monitored and managed.

3.3 Reserves Match

The reserves match is defined as the difference between the booked ARPR (1.1.2003) and the development/NFA projects in the PB04 programme build. A positive match is a reason for concern since it points to booked reserves for which PDO is unable to come up with development plans, i.e. it is a reserves exposure. The review team found a total match volume of 877 MMbbl, compared with a PDO view of 712 MMbbl. In addition, the Harweel team has recently identified a reserves match volume of 63 MMbbl (not reviewed), which would bring the total (review team) reserves match to 940 MMbbl.

Most of the difference between the PDO and review team views is accounted for by reclassification of undeveloped reserves to scope due to immaturity of projects (e.g. Haiama West) and volumes “hidden” in match projects. Obtaining a clear picture of the company wide reserves match or “reserves at risk” was complicated by the fact that four different methods were found to have been applied across PDO to account for differences between ARPR and Programme Build (PB04) (i.e. inconsistent process).
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3.4 Scope

This review has not concentrated on identifying scope volumes. Therefore, the quantification of scope volumes is not complete. Nevertheless, some important conclusions can be made about scope in the context of resource maturation. The main conclusion is that scope needs more attention.

A comparison with total resource volumes of the fields considered in this review shows the challenge still facing PDO in terms of increasing overall recovery.